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Panel Lottery – collaborative comics making activity by Abel & Madden



I’ll try my best to narrate the sequence our group came up with today: Lucky wants to invite Penguino out. A pondering Penguino considers their evening plans, 
“what should I do?” Soon Penguino is playing video games. It’s when Penguino discovers a dead fish on the floor that they notice the front door is open. They 
realize the cat got out. Worried, Penguino drives in search of  the missing cat. A klutz, Penguino fumbles their ice cream, and politely curses. Penguino isn’t 
afraid to randomly high five, but a contemplative Criss Cross — thinking about the location of  his pants — causes the pair to botch their high five. They miss 
terribly. Criss Cross claims he’s tired, but doesn’t call it a night quite yet. Penguino and Criss Cross wonder what Lucky is up to, and Penguino is on the trail, 
exclaiming “This Way,” “That Way.” Lucky has a realization about their poorly designed car, “Oh...”. And because of  it, Lucky beats a piñata that looks like 
Criss Cross — or could be Criss Cross strung up like a piñata.



This my group’s panel lottery. We didn't really decide on a 
name but we'll just call it Island Adventure. So the first 
panel starts off  with the penguin asking the tall guy to take 
out the flash cards. Which starts the story, the tall guy is on 
the boat and then he come across a small island where he 
meats his friends cross and penguin. Then they enjoy 
themselves on the deserted island. Next Cross asks the 
penguin, "I wonder what penguin eggs tastes like?" Which 
begins the fighting and betrayal. At the end, you think the 
penguin is dead but he comes back for a sneak attack from 
behind. But you don't know who wins since the story ends 
with the tall guy standing outside a build next to a road.



Quick analysis/annotations of  a page from March





Questions for Andrew Aydin: 1. Comics are uniquely adept at conveying emotion and empathy. How do you feel this story would have been different if  it were not a comic? Why did you 
choose to tell this story in comic form?
2. As a comics-author, how much influence did you have on what appears visually in the comic? Can you speak about the writing process and how that gets translated by the artist into 
what is drawn? Do you have an image in your mind while you are writing?
3. The “Martin Luther King and The Montgomery Story” comic played a major role in influencing the civil rights activists and students. What do you feel gives comics this power? How 
do you feel our connection to comics is different/similar to other mediums? Do you think the MLK Montgomery story would have had such an impact if  it were not a comic?



This assignment helped me delve into what the author and illustrator 
are conveying. Redrawing this page was nice in the act, and the 
process promoted further understanding panelling. I comprehend and 
take in more from comics since responding to these galleries.
Questions for Andrew Aydin:
1. What was the most favorable experience in writing March with John 
Lewis?
2. How did you become an Author?
3. What are your thoughts about comics?





Sometimes as a creator, one has a moment of  "I nailed it!" -- knowing that you've done exactly what you set out to do. But when a creator produces a work that is not only someone else's 
memoir, but also deals with life experiences that are difficult or impossible for the creator to really comprehend, it must be difficult to ever really achieve that feeling. The affirmation, I assume, 
must come from others (i.e. from John Lewis). Can you talk about writing into the unknown without being able to rely on your own senses in this way?
I'm curious how much Nate Powell's images differ from your original ideas when you were writing the text. How much do the drawings change your words? When were you pleasantly surprised 
by this? When was it a struggle?
I assume the text of  this work was compiled from audio recordings of  interviews. How much is word-for-word transcription? How much did you feel comfortable altering his words? Were there 
moments when Lewis insisted on a different wording that you found less impactful, or otherwise "better"? And how many hours of  interviews did you have to take?
Can you speak about the way that MLK posthumously influenced this work? How much did you have to ask yourself, "Would MLK be okay with this?" And what an intense question to have to 
ask yourself !
Can you speak about the way that "MLK and the Montgomery Story" has influenced revolt and change in Latin America, South Africa, and the Middle East? Can you speak about the way it has 
influenced this work? Do you see March as a successor to that work? Can you speak about the role of  comics in social change?



I found this page really creative with the use of  different text 
styles and forms. Also throughout March, I kept thinking back 
to the significance of  chickens and the symbolism they hold.
Questions:
1. While working and publishingMarch, what obstacles did you 
face?
2. Is there a page or a panel that is your favorite?
3. Do you considerMarch a comic or a graphic novel? Both? 
Why?



Sketchnote response to readings on comics time/space









One thing that really stuck with me is how time is different for everyone. There 
isn’t one definition of  time. And comics have a similar existence to them. When 
trying to come up with a concrete definition it seems as though you can’t since 
they mean something different to each of  us.





3-Person Collaborative Comic: For this exercise, first person draws a 
blank page composition/panel layout, the second person adds the 
words and word supports (balloons, thought bubbles, caption boxes, 
sound effects, ...) - and third person took it home to draw whatever is 
going on in your comic. (I have done this with the drawing being 
second – it is for reasons I can speculate on, not as successful.) 








